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StatiSticS 3.2
Relating to page 294 of Level 3 Statistics Learning Workbook

Practice assessment task
Introduction
The Ferryman Shipping Company offers a freight shipping 
service between Wellington and Picton, transporting 
livestock trucks and refrigerated trucks. The company is 
considering re-pricing its services.

Task
This activity requires you to use linear programming to model the constraints the Ferryman Shipping Company has for 
transporting livestock trucks and refrigerated trucks to:
• make recommendations about the optimum mix of the types of trucks transported in order to maximise profit
• determine how the proposed re-pricing will affect the profit.

You will present your findings supported by graphs, equations and relevant calculations.

Constraints
The Ferryman Shipping Company has the manpower to board no more than 50 trucks and has an area of 3 000 m2 to 
accommodate them. Each livestock truck requires 45 m2 while a refrigerated truck requires 65 m2. The company does not have 
the facilities to cater for more than 30 livestock trucks.

Profit
The Ferryman Shipping Company currently makes a profit of $230 for each livestock truck it transports and $300 for each 
refrigerated truck it transports.

As each truck type requires the same staffing levels, the Ferryman Shipping Company is considering repricing its fares so that it 
makes a $300 profit on both types of truck.

Consider how the re-pricing will affect the profits and make a recommendation to the Ferryman Shipping Company.
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Answers
Let x = the number of livestock trucks and y = number of refrigerated trucks, then

x + y ≤ 50; 45x + 65y ≤ 3 000; x ≤ 30; x ≥ 0; y ≥ 0
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The profit equation is 230x + 300y

Vertices

(x,y) Profit = 230x + 300y Profit = 300x + 300y

(0, 46.15) $13 845 $13 845

(12.5, 37.5) $14 125 $15 000

(12,37) – rounding $13 860

(13,37) – rounding $14 090

(30,20) $12 900 $15 000

(30,0) $ 6 900 $ 9 000

Note: Rounding to (12,38) is not acceptable as this requires more than 3 000 m2 of 
space.

Based on the first column of profit values, the Ferryman Shipping Company should 
therefore transport 13 livestock trucks and 37 refrigerated trucks to give a profit of 
$14 090.

If the Ferryman Shipping Company changes its profit to $300 for each type of truck, 
then both of the vertices (12.5,37.5) and (30,20) give a maximum profit of $15 
000 (see second column of table above). So there will be multiple solutions for the 
combinations of truck types that will maximise profit, as all points on the interval 
joining these two points will also maximise profit at $15 000. Multiple solutions occur 
because the boundary line for the profit equation P = 300x + 300y is parallel to the 
boundary line for the constraint, x + y ≤ 50.

By changing its pricing to give a profit of $300 for both types of truck, the company 
could have anywhere between 13 and 30 livestock trucks and the corresponding 
number of refrigerated trucks (integer values only), provided it satisfies the constraints 
(x + y = 50). This provides eighteen acceptable combinations from (13,37) to (30,20), 
e.g. combinations such as 13 livestock and 37 refrigerated trucks, 15 livestock and 35 
refrigerated trucks, or 30 livestock and 20 refrigerated trucks.

As the fare structure allows more flexibility in the combinations of numbers of each 
type of truck that can be accommodated, and appears to make the pricing fairer and 
also improves profit, I would recommend that the Ferryman Shipping Company does 
adjust its fares to give a profit of $300 for each type of truck.


